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Dear 
Maung Maung Aye,                                            
 

I have received your Email that was sent on 12th Sep. 2006. 
 

I thanks your lawyer’s effort for our patent application, below is our respond. 
  

    About the “how the process in pic. 4 and pic. 5 works in detail” question in 2.1 
  

    The pictures no. 4 is the diagram of PFCO-Pharmacy-Machines show how to mix ozone and 
Per Fluoro Chemicals (PFC) and the pictures no. 5 is the diagram of injected-process for into 
human lung for cure the infect of lung, it was no difficult to understand for anyone engineer of 
medical science. 
 

About the Per fluoro acid or Per fluoro ester of 2.2, an example is “ 5-Fluoro-2-methyl- 
ind-1-ene-3- acetic acid’ that from the USA patent and the patent number is 4,167,640, in evidence, 
the Per fluoro acid or Per fluoro ester which to have nothing to do with our invent. 

  

About the 2.3, the question is 『There is no clear mention about the certain compound’s 
formula or structure for C5F9H30. (The formula of compound should be stated as having how many 
atoms for carbon, how many atoms for fluorine and how many atoms for hydrogen.)” 』   
  

Because the formula-group of Fluoro compound which are very, very immense, so the 
C5F9H30 is a example in our specification, therefore, in our Claim 2 which the liquid includes all 
liquids of fluorine element is a reasonable claim.     
 

   About the boiling point of PFC (30-215)C of 2.4. 
 

 Because the boiling point is an important index to compose characteristic of volatility and it 
could affect the retention period of PFC liquid to preserve in the lung.   
   

About the 2.5 which “What does it mean for the information in bold type, i.e. Density:  
12.6mg/L for 4 minutes; Sterilizing efficiency : 100% ...in the table under clause No. 2, page 4? 
Why this must be emphasized? Please explain in detail.” 

 
Because the sterilizing efficiency (time) of PFCO liquid is decided by the Ozone density and it 

must be in connection in the volatility times of PFCO liquid to ensure 100% to sterilizing in the 
lung, the emphasized it could be to remind anyone vocational doctor to improve his medical skill. 
 
    About “ What do the tables A-D on page 5 under clause No. 5 test with animal lungs want to 
communicate? ” in 2.6?  
 
    Because the PFCO liquid must be mixed before clinical application by the vocational doctor 



himself, so in a specialized invent-dissertation to provide a method of animal-experiment can 
heighten the persuasiveness of the invention and to promote medical skill. 
 
    About the “What do the pic. No. 5 and No. 6 want to tell? Please provide us with the 
comprehensive explanation.” of 2.7 
 
    The pictures no. 5 is the PFCO liquid pour into the lung’s ocular diagram, the pictures no. 6 is 
the word’s block diagram of clinical application. 
 
    Looking forward to hearing from you soon.  
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